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INTRODUcnON 

The purpose of this application note is to descri� the difft'rent techniques to enh.nc:e the eensltivity 
of the Ip«tru.m analyur. We will start: in the first chapter by explaininS how sensitivity is determined 
by • spectrum. analyzer's noiH figuft. Then the second chapter will diKu.ss the incre.ue in sensitivity 
that can be "pe<:tN when broadband amplifiers are connected. The last chaptu will describe an applica
tion wh� an impronmmt in smsitivity and resolution aicb meuUfttnmt of sidebmds in amplitude 
modulated lignat.. 
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CHAPTER! 

Basic: Considerations 

Definition of Sensitivity 
Sensitivity. to be useful, nHd.. to male to how small • signal can be measured. on the anaIyur. The 

CRT deOection is always proportional to the total power which indudea the signal and the noiR. A signal 
can be seen when it is eqUAl to the noise power. 

S+N 5 = N or �= 2 (1), where 

5 - power of the slgnal 
N - power of the noiM 

In thil cue. 5 + N will be twice the noise power or de8ected 3 dB above the noise. 

Avalblble Noise Power 
The input termination of • nftWork (an amplifier. receiver. or spectrum analyzer) has • certain amount 

of .v.i1.b� noise power which i,. in most cases, thermal noise. An impedance Z - R + jX at temperature 
T lenel'lltea aaos. its Opn1 circuit terminals a voltage resulting from the random motion of frft electrons 
thermally agitated. This "noille voltage", e •• can be defined by the equation; 

e.1 - 4kTBR. where 

le - Boltzmann', constant 1.314 x 10-a joulerK 
T - absolute telnpentun OJC 
R - rniltive component of impedance 
8 - BMldwidth 

If the impedance Z = R + jX ia conni!dN to a makhed load with input impedance Z - Z· as shown in 
Figure 1. maximum transfer of the noise power will occur. Noise power p. will be ditsipa led in the load 
resilltance RL due to the noise voltage generated in the original resistance R. The noise power will be: 

Since there is equal noise voltage aooM source and load when R - RL 

Pn = KTB (2). 
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� 1. Available noise powet p� is equal to KTB. 



Equation (2) defines the available noise power from the source. In systems operalmg al frequencies 
where voltages and resiStanCH cannot be clearly defined, this equation becomes the usable expression, 
containing tennll that can be measured. 

Noise Figure 
Let us consider the network in Figure: 2 with a power gain C which can be more or less than 1. In prac

tice a network is never noiseless and d�ases the signal-to-noise ratio . 

. , .. 
• 

N, 

�"2_ 

The noise figure of the network may be defined as the ratio of input lignal-to-noise power ratio to the 
output signal-to-noise power ratio. 

. .  S,/N, 5, NI 
NOise figure F "" -- -- . -, where 

SaIN. NI Sa 
SI = input signal power 
NI = input noise power 
s.. = output signal power 
NI ... output noise power 

Since s.. - S,C F = N, 
N,G 

If the network is noiseless, the output noise will just be equal to the amplified input noise. In other
words, NI - NIG and F -1. When F > 1, there is degradation of the input signal-to-noiae ratio. The out
put noise power NI' from a noisy network is made up of two terms: 

• The first due to the amplification of the input noise power NIC 
• The second iI the amount of noise power generated by the noisy network and is 

equal to (F - I) NIG. So that N2 = N,G + (F - I) N,G - FNIG 

We have seen NI is the mput noise power or the available noise power; that is, N, - KTB. It foUows 
then that 

NI .,. FkTBG (3). 

Sensitivity of a Spectrum Analyur 
We can use equation (3) to figure out the output noise power or sensitivity of a spectru.m anaIyzer. 

Unfortunately, the 8"Iln is unknown oll1d we prefer to define the lot&l input noise power which is the 
output noise power divided by the gain. 
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Eql1ltion (3) becomes 

N = FII .. kTB (") with F ... .., Spectrum analyzer noiR fiaure. 

It's more convenient to exprne the formula in dB 

10 log N -10 Ic& FIA + 10 log kT + 10 loa: B 

At room temperature. T -290"k and 10 Jos KT ... -201 dB • •  value which is constant in normal utilization. 
(We have an error of 0." dB for t -23-C % 3O'"C.) Units � usuaUy expl"led in dBm, that is dB r.ned 
to a mW. Since 0 dBm -1 mW, we pt 

(N)dBm - (1'''>' + (Bla - 174 dBm (5). where 

(1.,.)0 is the noise figure of the spectrum analyzer in dB. (8). -10 Jos B where B is the 
equivalent noise power bandwidth in Hz (in pu .. ian filten this is 1.2 times the resolu
tion bandwidth). For simpUdty this appUCltione note wiD use the analyzers bandwidth 
setting for B. Thus if B-1 Hz. then 10 log B-0 or ifB -10 kHz, then 10 log B-tOdB. 

A 10 times increue in the bandwidth CluteI the spednlm analyzer internal noise to tnaeue by 10 dB. 
For butance, if the internal noise power is -110 dBm with 10 KHz SW; 

at 1 KHz IF, we get -120 dBm; 
at 100 Hz IF, -130 dBm; 
and 10 on. 

Obviously the sensitivity will be the besl when the budwidth is the narrowest. 
there is a rnbiction 10 this general comment for impulse noise meuumnents. In this particular cue, 

the maximum achievable rneuumnent range is for the Iupst bandwidth. For more information. refer to 
HP AppUCltion Note 15()..t: "SPECTRUM ANALYSIS . • . .  Noise MHS\lft'IIle'rtts." 

Aver.ge NoiH Level 
We have aeen that the sensitivity of a .pectrwn analyz.er 11 • function of its internal noise which in 

tum is related to its bandwidth. When the.ignaI is equal 10 the nolle power, the siJnal is defleded. 3 dB 
lbove the noise level since the anaIyzer always displays 5 + N. So one .ay to measure sensitivity would 
be to lntert a .ignal and decrease its1evel until it 11 3 dB above the noise. 

However, by using the video fllter (see FipR 3). some of the noise can be averqed. and the signal 
now appears 7 dB above the noise. the reason for that is the meuwement of the noise power related to 
the IF bandwidth is misIeading without a video filter since peak detection. la used instud of RMS detec
tion. A noiH .tsnaI can only be measured if it is averqed. One technique: 1110 use the video filter. For 
good intep"ation choose a video bandwidth one hundredth or ... of the IF bandwidth. In other words, 
if the video filter is on and if the tignal is deftecled up 3 dB. we can auume INt the sipaI is reaDy eq...I 

to the averased. noile level. this is our smsitivity c:lefinitton; 5 �:VJ_ 2. The.cefole, tenlitivity can be 

eully checked without any sipaI: tum on the video ruter, select the 10 KHz IF bandwidth and rad. the 
averqe noile level in dBm diredfy off the CRY. When doina thW. mnember the noite la alway. related 
to IF bandwidth. 

-see, AN 150-4 NolM MeNunmentl 
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AaUq 3. The same sisnal power is displayed without video fitter in left photo and after averasins (l0 Ht video 
lilter) in ri,ht photo. 

Spedrum Analyzers, with High lmpedan« 
So far the spectrum analyur's noise figu� has been determined from the available noise power sin« 

the input impedan« is equal to the characteristic impedan« of the circuit, which is generally 50 n. Low 
frequency spectrum analyurs (such as the HP 3580A or HP 8SS6A) have high input impedan« (1 MO) 
which generates a large noise voluge. But due to the low input capacitance ( ... 30 pf), at higher frequencies 
the noise voltage is lower. 

F1aure 4. Reduction of avera,e noise level of a hiah Input impedance Spectrum Analyzer into an open circuit 
trace (a), and with. 500 feedthrough trace (b). 

Trace (a) of Figu� 4 shows the HP 8S56A average noise level versus f�uency (0 to 200 kHz) in a 3 kHz 
bandwidth. An easy way to reduce this noise is to connect a low impedance fHdthrough (e.g., soO or 
60(0). The effect of a son fHdthrough tennination is shown by trace (h) in figu� .. (note how the differ
en« is greater in low range). Another advantage to using a fHdthrough is to get calibrated power mea
surements. The standard HP 8556A can make power measurements calibrated for SO or 6000; 135, ISO and 
9000 inputs a� available as options. 
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Noise Figure of the Spectrum Analyzer 
It is easy to figure out the noise figure from equation (5) when you know the average noise. For ex

ample. the HP 8SS3B (1 KHz -110 MHz) has an average noise level < -110 dBm with 10 KHz IF band
width. So (B)dB = 10 log 104 = 40 dB and since (N)dBID = -110 dBm we get (FSA)4B =-110 dBm + 174db-40 
dB = 24 dB. Noise figure is more general than the average noise because it is independent of bandwidth. 

In table 1 we find the noise figure for some HP Spectrum Analyzers. 

HP ...,. HP ..... HP ..... HP II555A 
1 KHz-IIO MHz 0.1- 1250 MHz 0.1-1500 MHz 0.01-18GHz 

NoiM depends on 
' ..... F-24dB F-32dB F-29dB milling modt: 

, n-l F-21dB 

labia 1. Noise figure for some HP Spectrum Analyzers 

Enhancement of SVlsitivity 
From equation (5) we can see N will decrease with either a decrease in noise figure. F or IF bandwidth. 

B. Thus sensitivity can be enhanced by: 

• Using one or several amplifiers in cascade to achieve a low system noise figure, F. 
• Using the narrowest possible IF bandwidth. 
• Using video filtering to average the detected noise and enhance signals. 
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CHAPTER 2 

Amplifiers and Sensitivity 

The simplest method to handle weak � is to connect • bro.dt.nd amplifier at the input of the 
spectrum analyur. In this m.pm we are going to define how much we can improve the H'IlIitivity UKI 
determine the number of amplifiers we can connect in cucade for a maximum enhancement 

Seruitivity 
Lef. consider the sel up in Figure 5 with two broad-band amplifiers in cucade. connected to the input 

of the spectrum. anaIyzer. 

,- MlPLIPlIIII lA 

.... 5. The two amplifiers ,nd the Spectrum Anatyzer put tcpther can be considentd as a si,.. instrument 
with. new noise fiau,. F .. 

Let's asswne dull the power bandwidth of the ampWiers is compatible with the frequency range being 
QleuUftd. Note that FI• F. are the noise figures and Cl. C. ate the pin of the lat and 2nd amplifier • 

... pectlveIy. 
The.pectrum anaIyur i, defined with its noise figure FIlA. with the bmdwidth of the IF section B. and 

its pin CIA' These ttuft instruments put together may be considered as. single one defined by. total 
noise figure Ft. with the same bandwidth B and a total gain GIG,C", - Cl' Theftfore. the total noise 
power at the input it: 

N - F,KTB (11ft fint chapter). or 
(N).. .. - (FJdl + (8)" - 114 d8m, where 

(8),.. - 10 log B, B is the spednun analyur's bandwidth. 

The knowledge of FI will allow w to determine the sensitivity of the whole tystem and sensitivity will 
be improved if PI < F ..... 

Noise Figure . 
The effectI of the noiM contribution of the two amplifters. and of the spectrum anaIyzer can be teen 

in Figure 6. We know (lint chapter) the c:onbibution to noise power of • network with a pin G and noise 
figure f is (f - l)NG. N betna the input noise power. The input termination suppUn a noiae power 
kTB wtuch II amplified and appears at the output of the spectrum anatyzer .. kTBCI�G8A. The c:onbi� 
buHen of the lint amplifier is (PI - l)kTBCI which is amplified by the foIIowina networks and becomes 
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(F, - l)k-rnG.G,cu. Similarly the contribution of the I«OI\d amplifier appeiln at the output of the 
lyttt1n U (Ft -I)kTBC,G ..... The noise contribution of the spectrum anaJyur is (Fh - l)kTBCh. The 
system noise fipre F, is the ratio of actuaJ noise power output to noise power output contributed by the 
input termination. 

! no::r_ I-!--.. .j! �.� . I-!--l!-::.� . !I----lL... ... _':.._ . .J 

,. .. I. The effects of noise contribution of two Impflfiers .nd Speetrum AnllyzeI in cascade. 

F 
_ total noise output 

, - kTBC,G.G1A 
""' knG,GrG,,, + (F, -l)kTBG,G,Gu + (Fr -I)k'I'BG,GIIA + (FIlA - I)kTBGIIA 

kTBG.c. GI,\ 
Fr-l FSA-l F,-F, +�+ G,G, (6) 

The senl!1ill equation for the noiR figure of several casaded stages would then �: 

F.-l F.-I F,-F,+ + .... 
G, G,G., . • . .  G._. 

In general each gain G » I. Hence the overall noise figure depends prilrwily on the noise figure of 
the fint stlge. The effects of the following; stages are reduced by the prodUd of the pin terms up to 
tMt point. If we choose a broadband amplifier with • low noise fipl'\! we shall lmprove the sensitivity. 

Set Up with One Amplifier 

With one amplifier, the total noise figure is reduced to F, -FI + FIlA
G 

-1 and the total noise power.t the 

input of the amplifier will � 

( F -1) 
(N), .. - 10 log F, + IA

G + (B),. -174 dBm 

Since the noise figure and Slin Ire expreued in dB. we Mve to convert these parameters to • linear power 
form to Hgul'\! out the total noise figure. 
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EXAMPLE 
With the HP 85538 (1 kHz - 110 MHz and F = 24 dB) we can use a broadband amplifier 8447 A (F'" 5 dB; 

C - 20 dB). 

F - 24 dB is equivalent to F (linear) "" 251. 
F - 5 dB is equivalent to F (linear) = 3.16. 
and G = 20 dB becomes G (linear) - lOll 

251- 1 
F, "" 3.16 + 

100 
.,. 5.66 or 7.53 dB 

and with a bandwidth of la Hz the noise power is 

(N)" ... - 7.53 dB + 10 dB - 174 dBm ,.. -156.47 dBm 

At the same bandwidth the HP 8553B alone has an internal noise power of-14O dBm so we enhance the 
sensitivity by about +16 dB with an amplifier which has a gain of 20 dB. This is due to the noise contri
bution of the amplifier. It would have been a mistake to believe that the sensitivity would increase by 
20 dB. 

In Figu� 7 the �ference level of the spectrum analyur is -70 dBm. but due to the fad we have con
nected an amplifier with a gain of 20 dB. the actual reference level is -90 dBm. We can easily mea$U� a 
signal at -140 dBm; the average noise is at -155 dBm. 

f1",re 7. HP 85538 with HP 8441A Prumplifier. With a +20 dB saln preamplifier. the new reference Is -70 
dBm -20 dB - -90 d8m. Avera .. noise is at -160 dBm. 

GRAPHIC DETERMINATION OF THE TOTAL NOISE RGURE OR NOISE POWER 
As we can see with this example. the computation of the total noise figure is tedious. 

Assuming that FSA » 1. or (Fu)". > la dB. the generaJ equation becomes. with 10 KHz bandwidth. 
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(N)" .. = 10 log(F, + �:,) -134 dBm. 

If F, is constant, (N},t .. is a function of �: or (FSA - G,ulp}",. For each F" the� is a corresponding curve 

as shown in Figu� 8. The curves are approximate, but accurate for (F • .J.:.. � 10 dB. 

IUITRACT GAIN OF mu.,ROM ANAL VDR NOISE FIGURE. 
READ IENSlnvlTY '''OIl GRAPH. 

.. 

" 

" 

r--+----l" j 
I --+------j "I 

���ltl'; 

IFIA - 0 ..... 1 

Flpre I. Graphic determination of the noise figure or sensitivity (dBm/IO kHz SW) of the system. 

From the prKeding example we know that (FIA - GAMP)". '"" 24 dB - 20 dB - +4 dB. By the curve 
F - 5 dB, we can determine that the total noise figu� is 7.6 dB or the noise power is -126.4 dBm for a 
bandwidth of 10 KHz. With 10 Hz bandwidth we again obtain the values computed previously -126.4 
dBm -30 dB "'" - 156.4 dBm. 

Using Two Amplifiers 
The general expl"HSion of the input noise power is 

( F, - 1  F .. - 1) 
(N)" .. = 10 log F, + � + G,G., + (8)", - 174 dBm 
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where F •• Ft are the linear noise figures and GI'� are the Iinor power pint of the bt ad 2nd ampliliers. 
Calculation if alwaY' possib�, but tedious. As • matter of fact. to enhance the senJitivlty we haw 

> - 1  
to choose ampltflen with the larpst pin and the lowest noile Hpre. U itc, <K 1 or (G. + G.la 

• ..J >-1) 
» (F..Jdl the noise power is (N).... .. 10 ""'a\ F. + � -134 dBm with 10 ICHz bandwidth. and the 

CUJ'Vft of Fipre 8 are helpful 01\ the X axis we will have (F. - G.)dB and ach curve if £Or (F.)dB am
stant For example. with two amplifien in caacad.e with 20 dB pin and 5 dB noise fipre ach. we haw 
(f. -CI) ... -5 dB - 20 dB --15 dB on the X axis and we get on the curw F.-5dB aHNitivilyof-l29 
dBm, i.e., 2.6 dB better than with • single amplifier. 

So the contribution of the MCOnd amplifier is poor; as a matter of fact, the total noiIe fisuM is 5 dB 
with two ampUfters and 7.so dB with • single amplifier. In pactic:e with two amp.liflera with low noise 
figure and ..... e pin (� 20 dB) the total noise figure is the noise flpre of the fint amplifier. and the 
COMedion of • third me will c:oatribute nothing since the total noise figure remains constant. 

Maximum Input Power 
Broadband amplifiers ate specified for an output power with 1 dB pin comprnlion. � HP 8447A 

preampliflers have < 1 dB compl'Hlion for an output power of + 1 dBm; dull means U the pin is + 20 dB. 
we annot feed in • lignal more than 1 dBm - 20 dB - -13 dBm in order to nol complftl the sig:naL 

1'hle may MPpen when you want to meuure a weak .ignal pNMftt with a .trona .ipal. When" ... 
the highett signal Is compressed. the weak signal wiD be too. So befoR "zoominS" in on the low '1gnaI. 
be sure that any .tronS .iguls won't oveda.d the preampUfier. 

On the other hand. if after prumplifiClltion. the signal fed to the .pectrum anaIyzer is higher than 
the optimum Input 1eveL we have to adjust the input attenuaaor as we would if the spectruD\ anaIyzer 
were used alone, tlnce the output signal of the preampWier may cause intemal distortion. 

Dittortlon 
Amplifien are newr pe:rfect.'y linear and we DUlY have to wony about their harmonic distortion. For 

example, let's compute the amplifier's conbibution to an input signal's hannonic content The HP 8M7A 
(+20 dB pin) has a typical hannmic distortion < -60 dB for < -30 dBm powerOUtpul AsIume a signal 
whose fundamental is at -SO dBa\ and second humonic at -90 dBm. In theory, after amplification. the 
fu.nc:lamental and the secxmd harmonic would be lespectively -30 dBm and -70 dBm. M a matter of fact. 
the ac:t\W amplitude of the 2nd harmonic is the result of two components. one due to the amplification 
of the tignal harmonic and the other due to the amplifier diatortlon. We know for an output power at 
-30 dBm the ampUfler genen.tes a second harmonic at -30 dBm - 60 dB - -90 dBm. Since the com
ponents of the 2nd harmonic are coherent in phase we have to add the voltapt; -70 dBm and -90 dBm 
cometpond respecUvely to 10.7 ",.V and 7.(11",.V in SO n. Then the tot.tl �tap la '17.78",.V and the power 
becomes -69.11 dBm. So the HCOnd harmonic which wu initially at-9O dim la measured at-69.11 dim 
- 20 dB -89.17 dim. So. due to the ampWier distortion we pt an error of 0.83 dB. 

Amplitude Accuracy and AdJustment of the New Refeftnce Level 
When you connect an amplifier to the spectrwn anaJyzer the amplitude acauacy is depaded due to 

the pin acauac:y and the pin flatness of the amplifier. The total desndation of the accuracy is merely 
the .um of the pin acxurac:y and pin &atnest of the amplifier. 

For example. with the HP &M7D Preamplifier the pin le +26 dB % 1.5 dB and with a pin ftatneu 
ACI'OU full fftquency range at % 1.5 dB. Thus, the amplitude accurac:y is degraded by ± 3 dB. 

To cancel the amplifier pin ac:cuncy, we can calibratto the Spectrum AnaIyzer and amplifier amnected. 
together, using the Spectrum Analyzer's internal calibrator. In our example, the degradation of the ampli
tude acxurac:y will deaeaae to ::t: 1.5 dB. 

A.. shown below thU calibration will allow us to Jet the new refftmce level at an integral multiple 
of 10. 

Let us consider the HP 8f41D Pramplifier connected to the HP 85518. After tettinI the input attm
uator (20 dB) to not ovmo.d the lnput mixer. conned: the inlelNl calibrator (JD MHz; - 30 dBm) and. Ht 
the log refermce of the IF MCtlon to 0 dIm. 
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Let's assume the actual amplifier gain is +25 dB tnatud of the nominal +26 dB. To set the top of the 
displayed apectralUne on • main division, we adjust the gain vernier to -5 dB. So the actual reference 
becomes 0 dBm - 25 dB -5 dB"" -30 dBm. To fiswe out the new reference it will be sufficient to lubtract 

-30 dB &om the reference level read from the knob. For example. 

o dUm corresponds to -30 dBm 
+10 dBm corresponds to -20 dBm 
-10 dBm comsponds to -40 dBm and so on. 

Typical Enhanc:em.ent with Broadband HP AIIlpUfins 
The choice of the preamplifier depends upon the frequency range of the analyzer. The following table 

(2) gives the main features of some preamplifiers and the enhanc:ement of HP analyzera in terms of total 
noise figure and noise power with the minimum possible bandwidth. 

HP ...,. 
-140 dBm (10 Hz) 

F-24dB 

1 x HP lU7A 
O.l-400MHz -156.5 dBm 

C-20dB;F-SdB F.-7.50 dB 

2 x HP ... 'A -159 dBm 
F.-5dB 

1 x HP ... m 
100 KIU - 1.3 CHz 

C"'26dB;F-8.5dB 

2 x HP&M1D 

HP ..... 
-122 dBm (lOO Hz) 

F-32dB 

.. -141 dam 
F.-12.78 dB 

... -148.5dBm 
F,-5.24dB 

-IC.5dBm 
F.-10.5 dB 

-le.SdBm 
F,-8.5dB 

HP ..... 
-117 dBm (1 KIU) 

F-rJdB 

.. -135 dBm 
F, -9.20 dB 

... -139 dBm 
F.-5.14 dB 

... -135.5dBm 
F,-9.ldB 

--I36dBm 
F.-B.5dB 

TIIII. 2. Sensitivity and noise figure of some HP Spectrum Analyzers connected to one or two HP 8447 serial 
preampllfiers. 

ApplicatiON 
Whenever you need more sensitivity, the use of • broadband amplifier is an easy way to obtain it. 

A small signal is directly analyzed by the HP 85548 (0.1 to 1250 MHz) in Figure 9. or fed in through the 
HP 84410 Preamplifier (26 dB, 0.1 to 1300 Mlh) before analysis in Figure 9b. Since 26 dB is an awkward 
gain level, Jr. convenient to choose the log reference level as -64 dBm (-60 dBm; -4 dBm vernier). Since 
the amplifier hat • gain of + 26 dB the actual reference is -64 dBm - 26 dBm ... -90 dBm. The noise level 
in Figure 9. is -124 dBm and in Figure 9b i. -144 dBm; thus the amplifier improved the sensitivity 
by 20 dB. 
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... HP 8554B 
Ref --60dBm 

.... HP 8554B + HP 84470 
Ref--90dBm 

F1aure'. Enhancement of the sensitivity of the HP 8554B Spectrum Analyzer 10.1 to 1250 MHz) with the HP 84470 
Preamplifier (Gain - 26 dB; 0.1 to 1300 MHzl. The same power silnal is displayed in both photos. The sensitivity 
is improved by 20 dB in Figure 9b. 

In broadband analysis, using an amplifier can improve the dynamic range. Such a case occurs when 
you want to measu� the harmonics of a weak signal or small nonhumonic signals. For example, in 
Figures lOa and lOb an RF signal (200 MHz; -60 dBm) is analyzed with the HP 85588. Only the use of 
the HP 84470 P�amplifier a1lowl the measurement of second and third harmonics. 

la.. HP 8558B 11*. HP 8558B + 84470 

filure TO. Measurement of Harmonics of a Weak Siinal 

Whenever you want high sensitivity but without using a narrow resolution bandwidth, use of a broad· 
band amplifier can be helpful. Figures lla and llb show the analysis of a 90 MHz signal modulated in 
frequency; 6F peak = 75 KHz and f modulation = 13.59 KHz. In Figure lIb we get enough sensitivity to 
use the Sessel null technique, that is 6f can be adjusted for the 2nd carrier zero. In this case, m = 5.52 
and since 6F = m x f_, we get �F - 5.52 x 13.59 l� = 75 KHz. 

12 



1 1  •. HP 85588 11b. HP 85588 + 84470 

FI8ure 11. Measurement 01 a Frequency Modulated Signal. Carrier Irequency - 90 MHz. 41 peak - 75 kHz. 
I modulation - 13.59 kHz. In Flaure lIb we can adjust M with accuracy (second carrier nUll). 
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CHAPTER 3 

Signal Enhancement in AM Measurements 

The spectrum analyzer is a very powerful tool for measuring the sidebands of an amplitude modulated 
signal. However, in some cases, it may not have enough resolution. dynamiC' range or sensitivity to 
meaSUA!: 

• the intermoduJation products resulting from two closely spaced tones 
• the ripple from the power line 
• the modulation of weak signals in radio navigation application (Iocalizer and glide 

slope) 

In this chapter we will explain a method which improves the spectrum analyzer's capability of analyzing 
such amplitude modulated signals. 

Set up 
Let us consider the let up in Figure 12. We conned a low frequency spectrum anaJyzer at the video 

output of a high frequency spectrum analyzer. 

VII)EOOUlPUT 

t HIGH FREQUENCY ftCTRUIIIII LOW FREG.lEfIICY 
ANA1. YllR IN -ZERO leAN"' a>£CTRUM ANALYZE • 

FPrt 12. 

The first spectrum analyzer is in "zero scan" which means it works as a fixed tuned rect'iver and simply 
acts as a down converter; if we apply an amplitude modulated signal at its input. the demodulated signal 
appears at the video output. This low fftquency signal can then be analyz.ed with more resolution by the 
low frequency spectrum ana1yzer. Figures 13a and 13b show time and frequency domain pictures of a 
signa1 as it goes through the system. 
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Fipn 13b. 

FIp,. 1:Ia shows the processing of the input signal, an amplitude modulated slanal described in time domain 
(picture Ills fed into a receiver which is. high frequency spectrum analner in ''0 scan." The demodulated signal 
(picture 2) Is analyzed by • Iow frequency spectrum analyze, which yields its spectral componenb. 

FIpre 13b shows the spectral components of the input sianal and those displ.yed on the low frequency spectrum 
anatyzer's screen. The frequency of the first spectral line is the modulation frequency, and Its amplitude is propor_ 
tional to the percentl&. of modulation. The othet components characterize the distortion of the demodulated 
sianal. 

Sensitivity 
As Figure 13b shows. the low frequency spectrum analyur displays the spectrum of the moOldtirrg 

signal, and we can only consider the sensitivity for thia modulating signal. The theoretical formula of 
the gain i. described in the following section. 

TI-IEORETlCAL GAIN 
The whole system is made of. fKeiver (high fMqumcy apednlm _nalyur) _nd _ low frequmcy spec

trum ut.alyur Figure 14. 
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The receiver has a constant noise figure F, and a gain GI for the demodulated signal The spectrum 
anaJyzer has a noise figure Fs",' We know the total noise power at the input of the system is: 

. FsA - I 
N = kTBF,. With F, = F, + Cl 

so the general formula becomes 

N = kTB(F, +
Fs��l) (8) 

The lower the noise, the greater the sensitivity will be. Therefore, we have to get the lowest bandwidth, 

the lowest F, and make 
F!lG� 1 

negligible relative to FI_ 

Getting the lowest bandwidth is very simple since we use a low frequency spectrum analyzer which 
is one of the main features of this kind of instrument. For example, with the HP 3580A we can select a 
1 Hz resolution bandwidth. F, characterizes the sensitivity of the receiver. To reduce the influence of 

the term 
F5�� 1 

we obviously have to choose a low frequency spectrwn analyzer with a high sensitivity 

(Fs,," as low as possible) and to set the gain of the IF of the receiver as high as possible but without dis
torting the signal. 

COMMENT 
An easy method to further improve the sensitivity is to connect a broadband amplifier with a low noise 

figure to the input of the receiver as shown in Figure 15. 

NOI. FICJJRE Fo 
GAIN 130 

"LlFlER 

" 

G, 

RECEIVER 

Flpre 15. 
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The total noise figure is 

FT - Fo +  
fl - 1  + fSll - l  

Gl G,G. 

and the noise power is 

AcruAL GAIN 

N ""  kTB(Fo+ 
fl - I  

+ 
fSA - 1) 

(9) 
G, G,G, 

In practice, the g.in of the receiver, GI is not known. However, GI is large enough so that equation (8) 
becom .. 

N - kTBF, (10) 

which is the expression for the noise of the first spectrum .nalyzer, but with the bandwidth of the Jow 
frequency spectnlm anlllyzer. For the same reason, equation (9) becomH: 

which is the noise of the amplifier and high frequency .pectrum analyzer put together but with the 
bandwidth of the low frequency spectrum analyzer. 

Calibration and Mu.urements 
What is the infol'llUltion given by the first spectral line on the screen of the spectrum anlllyzer shown 

In Figure 13b7 
1) its frequency is the frequency of modulation 
2) its amplitude aUows us to know the percentage of modulation 

We know (Application Note 150-1) that 

(En>... - <Ee),. + 6 d8 = 20 log m 

Ea. - amplitude of the side band 
Bc - amplitude of the carrier 
m - percentage of modulation 

(12), where 

When the .pectrum anlllyur is calibrated in d8V (0 d8V - 1 V). the voltage of the spectral line is pro
portional to EIIB or. a. in equation (12). to m, whenever Et: is constant. The other lines we could see at 2f. 
31, etc .• characterize the distortion of the demodulated signal. 

CAUBRATION 
The conversion from d8V to percentage of modulation will be possible in a semilog graph in which a 

straight conversion line will be drawn for each given camer power as we wiU see later. 

MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE 

1) Measure the carrier power with the high frequency spectrum analyur. 
2) Switch the high frequency spectrum analyzer to zero scan. 
3) Measure with the low frequency spectrum anlllyzer the amplitude in d8V of the de

modulated signal and use the graph to determine the percentage 01 modulation. 

CAUBRA nON AND MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE 
Let'. consider the set up in Figure 16 to show how enhancement is applied. To calibrate the set up we 
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use a signal generator with internal or external capability of amplitude modulation. We have to draw the 
graph of conversion from dBV to percentage of modulation for different carrier powers. If you don't have 
a generator with ca1ibrated amplitude modulation. use the high frequency spectrum anaIyzer to set it. 
With a carrier at -30 dBm, the high dynamiC range of the spectrum anaIyzer aDowa an ac:cunte adjust
ment. even for a low percentage of modulation. Then, adjust the attenuator on the signal generator for 
the desired power output. 

-

F1pre US. Set up for amplltudtl modulaUon m .. surements. HP 84410 Preampllfier. pin 26 dB. frequency 
range 100 kHz to 1.3 GHz; noise figure of 8.5 dB. HP Spectrum Analyzar 141T. 85528. 8554B (100 kHz to 
1250 MHz) HP low Frequency Spectrum Analyzer 3580A (5 Hz to 50 kHz. Resolution: 1 Hz). 

The following operations will be used for both c:alibration and measurement: 

1) First of aD, center the signal on the display of the high frequency spectnun analyzer 
while in the per-division scan mode. Proper choice of the bandwidth and scan width 
controls will enable display of weak signals. Record the carrier power. 

2) Change bandwidth setting to 1 KHz. scan time to 1 ms/div and switch to zero scan. 
Peak trace on display with fine tune control. Then increase bandwidth to 300 KHz. 

3) Set receive.- in linear display mode and adjullt linear senllitivity (los reference) con
trols to maximize the amplitude of the displayed waveform within display limits. 
Retain this setting throughout c:alibration and measurement; the receiver is now 
properly tuned. 

4) The video output of the receiver is connected to the low frequency spectrum analyur 
thru a low impedance (e.g. 6000) shunt at the input. Use the dBv (10 dB/div) display 
mode and select bandwidths which give a sufficient signal-to-noise ratio. 

5) For each carrier power and modulation setting record the level of the modulation £re.. 
quency component displayed: on the low frequency spectrum analyzer. 

CALlBRA nON 
By following the calibration procedure. a set of lines like those shown in Figure 11 can be plotted. These 

then can be used in future measurements ualng the same insbument system. 
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Flpre 17. Pert,ngse of modulation versus day for one system based on the instruments listed in FiRure 16. 
The curves of conversion of dBV to percentage of modulation must be drawn 'or each system. The conversion 
depends on the carrier power. For example, for a signal at -125 dam, a spectral /lne at -63 dBV on the dis· 
play of the low frequency Spectrum Analyzer corresponds to 10% of modulation or the side bands are at 
-26 dB relative to the carrier or at -125 dBm -26 dB - -151 dBm. 

It's best to plot at leHt three points for each carrier power 50 the bHt straight conversion line may be 
drawn. We can SH that the conversion is identical for any carrier 2! -110 dBm because the gain of the IF 
section is sufficient to achieve the same demodulated output. For a canier < -110 dUm, the slope of con
version is slightly different. The sain of the I F  section is maximum (Ref: -70 d8m) and for the same 
per«nt.ge of modulation as we decrease the power of the carrier, we decrease the amplitude of the 
demodulated lisnai. In FisurH IBa and 18b, the same I KHz demodulated lisnal il dilplayed on the 
KTHn of the HP 3S8OA. For the saml"' pn'Cl!ntag@ of modulation(.5(¥l,) thl"'amplitude of thl"' line il dum.. 
ent. In FiSU� IBa the line il at -30 dBV while in Fisure 18b, it il at -40 d8V. 
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Fiautl 18. The spectral component amplitude of tile demodulated signal may depend on the carrier power. For 
the same percentage of modulation, the spectral line is at -30 dBV in Figure I Ba  and -40 dB in Fisure 18b. 

MEASUREMENTS 
FoUow the procedure as we have described to measure the carrier power and the amplitude in dBV of the 
demodulated signal. Then use the calibration curvl!S to determine the percentage of modulation. For 
example, if the carrier power is -125 d8m, a line of -63 dRV on the HP 358O's screm conuponds to 
10% modulation. 

Sensitivity 
We can use the equation (11) to determine the sensitivity for the side band 

N = kTB(Fo + F,� I). 
with 8 = 3  Hz 

(FO�B noise figure of the amplifier = 8.5 dB = 7.05 in linear 
(F1)dB noise figure of the spectrum analyzer = 32 d8 = 1585 in linear 
(GO)dB gain of the amplifier = 26 dB = 398 in linear 

F, - I  1585 Fo + � = 1.05 + 
398 

= 11.02 or 10.4 dB, 

and since 10 log 3 = 4.77 d8 
We get N = -174 dBm + 4.Tl dB + 10.4 dB ... -159 dBm 

If we look at the graph, the lowest percentage of modulation for a carrier at -110 dBm is 0.6% or the side 
bands are at -110 dBm - SO dB = -160 dBm. But for a -120 dBm carrier we can o"lly measure 3% modula· 
tion or the side bands are at -120 dBm -36 dB ""' -156 dBm. For carrier power < -110dBm, equation (11) 
is no longer useful. The desensitization for a low power carrier is due to the additional noise at the video 
output and therefore equation (11) does not hold. Table 3 gives sensitivity for the side bands with p� 
amplification and a high resolution spectrum analyzer. 
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HP Mf7D Prump 
HP Mf7D Prump HP ..... Impio,eweul 
HP ..... lIP >58OA biB) 

c.m" ...... 
--120 dBm -l43 dBm -156 dBm +13 dB 

c.m.. po_ 
;2: -110 dBm -143 dBm -lOO dBm +17 dB 

'alii, 3. Sensitivity for the side bands (amplitude modulation) 

COMMENT 
Without the preamplifier we will obtain in first approximation the same curve Figure 1 7  but with a shift 
to account for the different carrier power to be measured at the receiver: 

Applications 

At -130 dBm we will substitute -130 dBm + 26 dB- -104 dBm 
O!! -110 dBm becomes O!! -84 dBm. 

The main features are 

• high sensitivity for the side bands 
• high resolution- bandwidth as low as 1 Hz (HP 3580A) 
• frequency range is the low spectrum analyzer's frequency range 

INTERMODULA nON PRODUcrs 
To check and to measure the intermodulation products of a transmitter, two tones which are very dose 
to each other are used. The transmitter operates at a sufficient level (-30 dBm) to get the maximum 
dynamic range for the demodulated signals (typically 70 dB). 

MEASUREMENT OF AMPLITUDE MODULA nON NOISE 
Whenever you want to measure the ripple of the power lines in HF equipment this technique can be 
used. Figure 19 shows the 60 Hz ripple of a transmitter at 200 MHz. The �noisy side band is at -57 dB 
from the carrier. 

Flpfl 1'. 60 Hz ripple of a transmitter measured at -57 dB from the carrier. 

RADIO/NA V1GA nON 
To facilitate landing of aircraft at airports in bad weather, the Instrument Landing System is used. The 
localizer (108 MHz to 112 MHz) and the glide slope (329.3 to 335 MHz) both use amplitude modulation 
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at 90 Hz and 150 Hz. Figure 20 displays the t w o  m odulating signals at 40% m od ulat i on with a si gnal 
gener.J.t or at -130 d Um .  The HP 8S58B use d  with the HP 3580A will handle b oth g lide and localiur 
signals. 

flau", 20. 90 Hz and 150 Hz demodulated sillnals of a localizer signal at -130 dam. 40% amplitude modulation. 

APPENDIX 

A m p li tud e Modulation 
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